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Free Folk Units
GENERAL

Q: Can a unit lose the Insignificant Ability? And, if they do, are they 
then worth Victory Points?

A: Yes. Insignificant is not an Innate Ability and can be lost/cancelled by other 
effects, making the unit worth Victory Points until the Ability is restored.

FREE FOLK TRAPPERS

Q: Can I trigger their Hidden Traps Order when a unit moves into 
Long Range, or can I only trigger it if the unit begins the move in 
Long Range? 

A: Only if the unit begins the move in Long Range.

SAVAGE GIANTS

Q: Does the Giant’s Mighty Swing attack deal more Wounds 
starting off, or deal more as they suffer Wounds?

A: Mighty Swing deals +1 Wound for each Wound the Giant has suffered, 
meaning they are deadlier when near death.

Q: If the Giant’s Mighty Swing gains more attack dice, and generates 
more than one hit, do I roll more D3’s to wound?

A: No, Mighty Swing replaces all generated Hits with one D3.

Free Folk Tactic Cards
REGROUP AND REFORM

Q: If I control  it says I can restore up to 2 additional Wounds. 
Does this mean I can remove additional models (so 6 total) to heal, 
or does it just add 2 to the total I restore?

A: It just adds 2 to the total. You do not remove additional models.

WILDLING DIPLOMACY (Mance Rayder, King Beyond 
the Wall)

Q: Does the last part of this effect (placing a Condition Token) only 
happen if my opponent claims one of the chosen zones? 

A: Yes, it is tied to the first part (dealing a Combat Unit Wounds). If that 
effect does not trigger then neither will placing a Condition Token. 

PREDICTABLE MANEUVERS (Mance Rayder, King 
Beyond the Wall)

Q: Does the last part of this effect (placings a Condition Token) 
only happen if my opponent activates the targeted Combat Unit?

A: Yes, it is tied to the first part (the targeted Combat Unit activating). If that 
effect does not trigger then neither will placing a Condition Token. 
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